
“the rule against hearsay 

applies equally to documents and it is relevant both to the authenticity of the document  

(that, for example it was signed by the person whose signature purports to be on it ) and its 

content”.



“any one can put anything on the 

internet. No website is monitored for accuracy and nothing contained therein is under oath 

or even subject to independent verification absent underlying documentation. Moreover the 

court holds no illusions that hackers can adulterate the content on the website from any 

location at any time. For these reasons , any evidence procured off the internet is adequate 

for almost nothing”





“Class Legal Limited has for the past 5 years been recognised for its 

quality of service to clients. It is therefore referenced in a number of 

international directories but this is through no intervention of the 

company contrary to the assertion of Mr Yada  Hashim Williams in his 

affidavit of 30th January 2012. The company is not aware of its listing in 

the Sierra Leone.org Website and  has NOT found / submitted its name 

among websites of solicitors and solicitors firms in the Sierra Leone .org 

Website. The firm’s only local advertisement is in the Yellow Pages 

Sierra Leone in which it is clearly listed amongst Consultancy firms and 

internationally, in the Corporate International Magazine where it is also 

profiled as a successful consultancy”.



duces 

tecum ad testificandum by the author himself

“duplicates are co-extensively admissible as originals unless there is a genuine 

issue as to authenticity of the original or the circumstances show that it would be unfair to 

admit a duplicate in lieu of the original”







“a person not enrolled under Section 16 of the LPA2000”



“Notwithstanding 

any enactment to the contrary no unqualified person shall draw or prepare any instrument 

or endorse or cause to be endorsed in any such instrument his name address or both”.



“that which is lawful or 

according to or consistent with law and not contrary to law”

“of  or  relating to law falling within 

the province of law 2) established, required or permitted by law

“a person providing professional advice for a 

fee”

“a person who knows a lot about a particular subject and is employed to give 

advice about it to other people.”

“a person providing professional advice according to 

or consistent with the law for a fee”







“The law has always favoured freedom of trade and has discountenanced restraint on 

trade. Thus in the notable cases of Michel v Reynolds (1714) 1.P. WMS 181; 45 Digest 

REP1 395,110 ; Nagle v Feilden it was held that “ In all restraints of trade where nothing 

more appears the law presumes them bad.’ The same approach was adopted in 

NORDENFELT v MAXIM NORDEN FELT GUNS V AMMMUNITION CO LTD HL 

decision 1891-94 ALL ER Rep where it was said that to the general rules there are some 

exceptions as if a restraint is only particular as to time or place and if there is good 

consideration given to the one restrained. So likewise, if the restraint appear to be of a 

manifest benefit to the public. In more recent statement of what is after all a rule of public 

policy it was emphasised that to support a restraint of trade and interference with 



individual liberty there must be sufficient justification ........ the restriction must be 

reasonable, or desirable, or necessary”

“trading is discouraged if a man who has built up a valuable business is not to 

be permitted to dispose the fruits of his labours to the best advantage



 the defendant was an inquiry agent. At a meeting between 

his clients and the police he led the police to believe that he was representing a firm of 



solicitors. He did not call himself a solicitor but said that he was a legal adviser. He was 

charged before justices that he being an unqualified person wilfully pretended to be qualified 

as a solicitor contrary to section 19 of the Solicitors Act 1957 

MERRY v BASTON 
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